
NMR TRAINING
MULTI-PULSE 1D EXPERIMENTS 

What to Cover
‣ Proton pulse calibration,

‣ Proton T1 estimation,

‣ Quantitative 1H and 13C,

‣ Kinetic experiments,

‣ 13C spectral editing,

‣ Selective excitation (1D NOE, 1D TOCSY, solvent 
suppression), 

‣ Diffusion measurement.
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Spectrometer Preparation
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Make sure that the 
spectrometer is well 

tuned/matched.

Make sure that the 
spectrometer is well 
shimmed.

For all experiments, to begin with

Proton Pulse Calibration

‣ 90° pulse is the time to apply 
RF pulses to rotate the 
magnetization from the 
longitudinal direction to the 
transverse plane. 

‣ NMR is an art of manipulating 
magnetizations using RF 
pulses. Knowing precisely how 
long the magnetization travels 
to the xy- plane under a 
specific strength of RF pulse  is 
critical to the success of many 
NMR experiments. 
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Proton Pulse Calibration
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‣ NMR measures transverse magnetization. While applying 
RF pulse, the magnetization rotates about  the RF. As a 
result, the intensities of NMR signals oscillate with pulse 
lengths.  I∝sin(!B1t), where !B1 is the field strength of the RF 
pulse. 

‣ A 360° pulse generates a null signal. We normally pick the 
360° pulse to measure the 90° pulse for two reasons: 1) 360° 
pulse returns magnetization to equilibrium, 2) rapid 
changes of intensity around the null point.

Proton Pulse Calibration
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Proton Pulse Calibration
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‣ Load proton parameters, acquire a proton spectrum (optimize SW and 
O1 if needed), phase it properly;

‣  Change your relaxation delay (d1), set it at least to 5 seconds;

‣ Change pulse sequence (pulprog zg), set ds to 0 and ns to 1;

‣ Keep receiver gain constant, change pulse width p1 to somewhere 
around 360° (see next slide), acquire data and process it (efp);

‣ Repeat the last step until you find a p1 value which gives a null (or 
minimal) signal. To get your 90° pulse width, divide it by 4;

‣ If you notice a significantly different values for 90° pulse width, please 
report to the NMR facility staff.

Default Proton 90° Pulse Length in The NMR Lab
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Spectrometer
Power Level 

(dB)
90° pulse length 

(μs)

AV300 0 11.5

AV400dir 1 17

AV400inv 1 9.5

AV600 3.5 9.2



Relaxation Measurement

‣ When the system is perturbed by the RF pulse,  the spin system is no 
longer thermodynamically stable. 

‣ Relaxation is the process by which, over the time, the spin system tries 
to return to its equilibrium state when the perturbation is removed.

‣ Relaxation drives the transverse magnetization to zero and the 
longitudinal magnetization to a particular steady value. T1 and T2 are 
time constants to mathematically describe the relaxation process 
(Bloch equation).
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Bloch Equations
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dMz

dt
= −Mz −M0

T1

dMx,y

dt
= −Mx,y

T2



Inversion Recovery
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Mz(τ) = M0[1− 2exp(−τ/T1)]

T1 =
τnull

ln2

at null signal,



Step-by-Step to T1 Measurements
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‣ Run proton experiment, optimize SW and O1 if needed;

‣ Create a new experiment based on the proton acquisition parameters; 

‣ Set the pulse program to inversion recovery (pulprog t1ir1d); 

‣ Set d7 to 3 us, d1 to a minimum of 10s, p1 to the 90° pulse width, ds to 
4, and ns to multiples of 4, acquire data, process it  and phase it to all 
negative;

‣ Increase your d7 (for example, to 200ms), do not change your rg, 
repeat data acquisition and processing until a null is found;

‣ T1=d7/ln2

Quantitative Proton NMR

‣ Run proton experiment, optimize SW and O1 if needed;

‣ Type pulprog zg to set your pulse sequence;

‣ set d1+AQ=5*(longest T1 of your signals), p1=90° pulse length;

‣ set ds=2, ns to a desire number (multiples of 4);

‣ rga and acquire, process the data, integrate the targeted signals. The 
integrals should now properly represent the number of the protons 
contributing to the signals.  
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Quantitative Carbon NMR
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13C

1H

Inverse Gated Decoupling

π

2

NOE is viewed as an advantage to run 
regular 13C spectra, however  a nuisance 
for quantitative 13C, therefore needs to 
be minimized. 

Regular 1D C13

π

2

 Nuclear Overhauser  Effect
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αHαC

αHβC

βHβC

βHαC

equilibrium state when proton is decoupled when cross relaxation through 
W2 is most efficient

W2

Proton 
transition

Carbon-13 
transition

C13 signal intensity is 1 C13 signal intensity now is 3

Now you have a carbon-13 signal three times stronger when 
proton is decoupled. The gained extra intensity is called NOE: 

η =
I − I0

I0



NOE on 13C Spectra
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3035404550556065 ppm 3035404550556065 ppm

without NOE during 
relaxation delay

with NOE during 
relaxation delay

Quantitative Carbon NMR
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‣ Run carbon experiment, optimize SW and O1 if needed;

‣ Type pulprog zgig to set your pulse sequence;

‣ set d1+AQ=5*T1s of your carbon signals, keep AQ 10 times 
shorter than your d1 to minimize the NOE accumulation 
during acquisition period, and set p1=90° pulse length;

‣ set ds=2, ns to a desire number (multiples of 4);

‣ rga and acquire, process the data, and integrate the targeted 
signals.

‣ You could consider using a relaxation reagent if T1s of your 
carbon signals are too long.



Step-by-Step Guide  to 
Kinetic Experiment

‣ Run proton spectrum (or spectra of any other nuclei), optimize SW and 
O1;

‣ If you decide to run kinetic experiments at a fixed interval, type 
multi_zgvd and answer all questions thereafter. The acquisition will 
start automatically when you finish all questions;

‣ If you decide to run your kinetic experiments at a variable delay, type 
eda and scroll the menu down,  look for vdlist input button, type your 
file name in. Right click on the arrow sign beside it, a small menu will 
pop up,  right click Edit Current, you should now be able to type in 
your delay values. Delay time is in seconds, and it comes after each 
spectrum. Therefore you should set the last delay in your vdlist to a 
very small value, such as 0.000001. Save it after you are done. Type 
multi_zgvd and answer questions thereafter.    
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Step-by-Step Guide  to 
Kinetic Experiment

‣ The data needs to be processed in the same way for all spectra. Use 
mulitefp to perform efp to a series of 1D NMR spectra that have 
sequential experiment numbers. 

‣ Go to the first experiment number of the series, efp to process and 
phase it. Type multiefp.  In the popup window, type the experiment 
number of the first spectrum you want to do efp. In the next window, 
type the total number of spectra.   
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Step-by-Step Guide  to 
Kinetic Experiment

‣ Use multi_integ to automatically integrate a series of 1D NMR spectra. It sends the 
output to a text file, which you can use for subsequent analysis.

‣  Go to the first spectrum you want to integrate, perform integration, then return 
and save it. 

‣ Type wmisc, click intrng, then type 'a filename' (any name but your experiment 
name). 

‣ Type multi_integ, and answer all questions. When processing is completed, a pop-
up window shows the directory and file name of your result. Normally it is stored 
in pdata of your first experiment with the name of intall.txt.
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Basic 13C  Spectral Editing
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13C

1H

APT = Attached Proton Test

(see next slide)

τ τ
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CH CH2 CH3

No signal except Cq

 CH2 and Cq have 
opposite phase to 
CH and CH3
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Basic 13C  Spectral Editing
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DEPT 
(DISTORTIONLESS ENHANCEMENT BY POLARIZATION TRANSFER) 
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(Straus/Xia:  Topics in Magnetic Resonance)



DEPT
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ICHn ∝ 2n−1 sin θ cosn−1 θ
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APT and DEPT Spectra
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Step-by-Step to APT

‣ create a new experiment, rpar ubc_APT;

‣ set CNST2 to an average J coupling constants. If you have primarily 
aliphatic protons, set CNST2=125; If you have primarily aromatic 
protons, set CNST2=150; Otherwise set CNST2=140 (default);  

‣ rga, set number of scans, zg to acquire your data;

‣ process your data with ef, and phase it so that your Cq/CH2 have 
positive signals and CH/CH3 have negative signals, or vice versa.  
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Step-by-Step to DEPT

‣ create a new experiment, rpar ubc_DEPT90 for DEPT-90, or rpar 
ubc_DEPT135 for DEPT-135;

‣ set CNST2 to an average J coupling constants. If you have primarily 
aliphatic protons, set CNST2=125; If you have primarily aromatic 
protons, set CNST2=150; Otherwise set CNST2=140 (default);  

‣ rga, set number of scans, zg to acquire your data;

‣ process your data with ef, and phase it so that your CH2 signals are 
positive and CH/CH3 are negative, or vice versa.  
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Selective Excitation

‣ A rectangular high 
power pulse can excite 
a broad frequency 
range up to 1/(4 x 90° 
pulse length).

‣ A shaped low power 
pulse can purposely 
excite/invert only a 
specific signal. 
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How Gradient Works
‣ Gradient is a linear magnetic field 

applied along either x-, y-, or z-
directions.  A z-gradient of around 60G/
cm is sufficient for most of the NMR 
experiments for organic chemists.

‣ Gradients generate spatially dependent 
phases.  The main purpose of using 
gradients in NMR is to dephase 
coherences.  

‣ The coherence intensity depends on the 
gradient strength and duration. 
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G× t ω = −γ(B0 + G× z)



Gradient Echo
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Gradient

π

2

π

‣ The sequence starts with a non-
selective 90° pulse, which excites 
all the spin transverse 
magnetization,

‣ All the transverse magnetization is 
dephased by gradient G1. 

‣ 180° selectively inverse the 
targeted resonance

‣ The second gradient only refocuses 
the targeted resonance. All other 
resonances are further dephased.

‣ Advantage: distortion-free 
selective excitation.

G1 G1

Gradient Echo
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Gradient

π

2
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G G

Only the targeted resonance is refocused by the gradient echo

x x x x



1D Selective NOE
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Gradient

π

2

π

G1 G1
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τ
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The selected 
magnetization is placed 
along -z direction after 

the second r.f. hard pulse

During the mixing time, 
cross relaxation occurs, 
and the NOE result is 
transformed into 
observable magnetization 
by the last r.f. pulse.

NOE Mixing Time (   )
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Step-by-Step 1D NOE
‣ run regular proton experiment, process the data, integrate the targeted signals to be 

irradiated (singlets or multiplets), integrate signals without baseline (i.e. as close to the 
signal as possible), save the integral(s) as a reg file. To do so, go to file and choose reg, 
return and save it.

‣  type butselnmr, choose sel.gr.noesy experiment. XWINNMR will now create a series of 
files based on how many signals you wish to irradiate. Answer all questions and click 
CANCEL  at the last dialog box if you intend to change ns (The default is 32 scans) and 
mixing time (The default is 600ms).  The last dialog appears as : “default mixing time 
d8=0.6 sec OK: starts acquisition CANCEL: creates data sets only”

‣ Change ns and d8 (mixing time) accordingly on all experiments.   The optimal d8 value can 
be set to the d7 value in the inversion recovery experiment that nulls the signal. rga on each 
experiment and multizg on the first experiment of the series.

‣ ef to process the data, adjust a negative phase for the irradiated signal manually. For small 
molecules (<600), you will observe a positive NOE (positive signals); for big molecules 
(>2K), you will observe a negative NOE (negative signals); chemical exchange will always 
give a negative NOE.
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1D TOCSY
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during spin-lock,



 1D TOCSY
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Step-by-Step for 1D TOCSY
‣ run regular proton experiment, process the data, integrate the targeted signals to be 

irradiated (singlets or multiplets), integrate signals without baseline (i.e. as close to the 
signal as possible), save the integral(s) as a reg file. To do so, go to file and choose reg, 
return and save it.

‣  type butselnmr, choose sel.gr.tocsy experiment. XWINNMR will now create a series of 
files based on how many signals you wish to irradiate. Answer all questions and click 
CANCEL  at the last dialog box if you intend to change ns (The default is 32 scans) and 
spin locking time (The default is 80ms).  The last dialog appears as : “default mixing time 
d9=80 ms OK: starts acquisition CANCEL: creates data sets only”

‣ Change ns and d9 (mixing time) accordingly on all experiments.rga on each experiment 
and multizg on the first experiment of the series. If you wish to observe an extended J 
coupling network, set d9 to 120ms. Prolonged spin locking may generate substantial 
heating in the probe coil. Make sure your d9 is less than 200ms.   

‣ efp to process the data and phase every signal to positive. It is known that your signals may 
have some impurities from anti-phase components. 
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Solvent Suppression
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Gradient

π

2

G1 G1 G2 G2

The selective shaped pulse is applied on solvent. All signals 
will be refocused by the gradient echoes except the solvent.

π

π

π

π

Water Suppression
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2.53.03.54.04.55.05.56.06.57.07.5 ppm

If the gigantic 
solvent signal is not 
suppressed, what 
receiver sees is 
largely the solvent 
signal, this results 
poor s/n for your 
spectra.   



Step-by-Step to Solvent Suppression

‣ run 1D proton, optimize SW, O1 and reacquire your data. Record your SWH 
(in Hertz), O1 (in Hertz), the frequencies of your solvent signal on a piece of 
paper.

‣ create a new experiment, rpar ubc_SOLSUP, input your recorded SWH (in 
Hertz), O1 (in Hertz), and set SPOFF1=the frequency of your solvent signal 
minus O1. 

‣ rga (your receiver gain should be much higher now), set ns to a desired 
number and zg to acquire.
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Diffusion Measurement
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G1 G1

Everything is refocused by this 
pulse sequence, the end result is 
identical to an one-pulse 
experiment

The 180° is split into 
two 90° with a ∆ delay 
inserted in between.  
All magnetization 
except those defused 
away from their 
original positions will 
be refocused. The 
diffusion is therefore 
encoded in this pulse 
sequence. Stimulated Spin Echo

∆
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Diffusion Measurement
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ln(Ig/I0) = −[γ2δ2G2(∆− δ/3)]D

γ : gyromagnetic ratio

δ :
∆ :

duration of the gradient

diffusion delay

gradient strength

D : diffusion coefficient

G :

D =
kBT

6πηr
where     is viscosity, and r the radius 
of the molecular sphere.

η
In

te
ns

ity
G2

Step-by-Step Guide  to 
Measure Diffusion Coefficient

‣ set up temperature with edte, create a new experiment, rpar ubc_DOSY1d, the 
default parameter file sets ! (d20) = 50ms,   and  " (p30=0.5ms), the gradient 
strength gpz6 is set to 2% of the maximum gradient strength of each spectrometer;

‣  rga and zg to acquire the data, optimize the SW and O1 if needed, re-acquire the 
data and store the data by wrp 2 (store it in PROCNO 2). This spectrum will be used 
as a reference for the parameter optimization process; 

‣ increase gpz6 to 95%, acquire the data, and compare this spectrum with the 
reference spectrum, the intensity will now go down. Adjust p30 so that the 
intensity will go down approximately to 5% of the reference spectrum. Note: 1) p30 
should not exceed 2.5 ms.  If varying p30 does not achieve 95% of the signal 
attenuation, increase your d20, and repeat the above procedure. A typical range of 
d20 is between 50ms and 100ms. 2) the smallest signals have to be above the noise, 
if not, increase number of scans in multiples of 8;
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Step-by-Step Guide  to 
Measure Diffusion Coefficient

‣ When you find a correct p30 (and d20), create a series (10-15) of  experiments with 
varying gradient strength spaced between 2% and 95%. rga on the first 
experiment, keep it the same for all your series and multizg to start the 
experiments.

‣ Process your first spectrum, phase it well, baseline correct it and integrate the 
targeted signals (we recommend to pick only well resolved signals).  multiefp to 
process your spectra the same way and multi_integ to perform signal integration 
on all spectra.   

‣ You need max gradient strength value to calculate the diffusion coefficients for 
each spectrometer. The following table supplies you with these values. However 
these values are given for rectangular gradients. You need to multiply 0.63 to 
convert it to a sinc shape, as you are using sinc shaped gradients for diffusion 
experiments.
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AV400inv 57.5 Gauss/cm
AV400dir 57.7 Gauss/cm

AV600 54.9 Gauss/cm


